1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The introduction of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) as a non-invasive technique to reconstruct white matter tracts from diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance images (DWI) has opened new vistas onto the structural connectivity in the living human brain in both healthy subjects and patients with brain lesions ([@bb0095]; [@bb0077]; [@bb002]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0068]; [@bb0049]; [@bb003]). Of great clinical importance is to use DTI-based tractography for the planning of neurosurgical interventions in patients with eloquently located brain tumours, e.g. lesions in the vicinity of the primary motor cortex, in order to minimize operation-induced functional deficits ([@bb0058; @bb0059]; [@bb0062]). A common procedure is to place a region-of-interest (ROI) in the primary motor cortex (M1) as starting point for tractography. However, tractography in brain tumour patients can be severely distorted by the disruption of fibre organization, e.g., as a result of tumour infiltration or perilesional oedema ([@bb0090]; [@bb00110]; [@bb0054]). Such effects may lead to a decrease of the directionality of the diffusion process and, thus, of the fractional anisotropy (FA) and to spurious tracking results and possibly less accurate operation outcomes ([@bb007; @bb008]; [@bb0070]). One way to overcome invalid tracking results for the motor system is to use a second region-of-interest (ROI) along the corticospinal tract.

Obviously, a critical factor for obtaining valid tracking results is the location of the seed regions. Several groups attempted to optimize the definition of a cortical seed ROI through the integration of functional imaging data into the tracking algorithm. The approach of combining functional imaging and DTI was first introduced using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) ([@bb0028]; [@bb0031]; [@bb00102]; [@bb0074]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0094]; [@bb00109]). However, fMRI as localizer technique is problematic in conditions where the haemodynamic response and/or neurovascular coupling are altered, e.g., in tumour-infiltrated regions, which may lead to both false positive and false negative BOLD activities ([@bb0050]; [@bb00105]; [@bb00103]). Furthermore, fMRI localizer tasks require the active participation of the subject, which is often limited in patients suffering from neurological deficits like hemiparesis. Hence, neuronavigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) has been introduced as an alternative to fMRI with respect to the definition of a cortical seed ROI ([@bb0024]; [@bb0046]). Here, based on structural MRI scans and continuous detection of the position of the subject\'s head, motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) at peripheral muscles are systematically induced upon precise nTMS of M1 ([@bb006]; [@bb0039]; [@bb009]; [@bb0078]; [@bb0079; @bb0080]). Hence, nTMS mappings are less dependent on the compliance of the subject compared to fMRI localizer tasks with respect to task performance and/or head movement artefacts, which is especially advantageous in patient populations ([@bb0024]; [@bb0046]).

There is, however, little consensus where --- along the course of the CST --- to place a second ROI. Two alternative positions have been suggested, one at the level of the internal capsule (posterior limb; [@bb0030]; [@bb0035; @bb0034]; [@bb0071]) and the other at the level of the brain stem (usually midbrain) ([@bb0026]; [@bb0048]; [@bb0066]; [@bb0024]). However, thus far, it remains unknown which of the two positions yield more accurate tracking results in brain tumour patients.

The objective of this study, therefore, was to compare the use of pontine and/or internal capsule ROIs in addition to an nTMS-defined cortical seed ROI for anatomical plausibility of fibre reconstruction. Moreover, we tested for the influence of factors such as oedema on the quality and, thus, plausibility of the nTMS- and DTI-based tractography in brain tumour patients. We hypothesized that, due to tumour-induced brain shift and perifocal oedema, the ROI location in the internal capsule would result in less plausible fibre tracts compared to pontine regions. Moreover, we reasoned that high FA values were associated with better tractography results since the parameter reflects directionality of the fibres derived from the DTI data.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Patients {#sec2.1}
-------------

Thirty-two patients undergoing brain surgery because of intracranial tumours adjacent to or involving the precentral gyrus --- representing M1 --- and/or the CST were prospectively recruited in 2012 and 2013 and investigated by nTMS and DTI-based tractography of the CST prior to surgery. All patients were treated in the Department of Neurosurgery, Cologne University Hospital/Germany. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Cologne. The tumour entities consisted mostly of primary brain tumours (*n* = 22) and carcinoma metastases (*n* = 6) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). All patients were able to care for themselves (Karnofsky performance scale (KPS; [@bb0043]) \>70%) and were eligible for MRI.

2.2. MRI and DTI acquisition {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

All measurements were performed on a 3 T MR scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with gradients of maximum strength of 40 mT/m per axis. A birdcage coil was used for radiofrequency transmission and an 8-element receiver coil for signal detection. Data quality was examined by acquiring a single *b* = 0 DWI scan --- that is, no diffusion weighting --- and inspecting it for artefacts. The parameters of the DTI acquisition were: repetition time (TR) = 7000 ms, flip angle = 90°, field-of-view (FOV) = 224 × 166 mm^2^, slice thickness 2 mm, interleaved acquisition, no gap; matrix size = 112 × 112; phase resolution 75%; 60 slices; bandwidth (BW) = 2350 Hz/px; echo time (TE) = 81 ms; acceleration factor for parallel imaging (iPAT) = 2. Further parameters specific to the DTI acquisition were: diffusion weighting *b* = 800 s/mm^2^; 30 directions; one *b* = 0 acquisition; 2 repetitions. The total acquisition time of the DTI measurement was 7:20 min.

The MR protocol included the following sequences: MP-RAGE (T1-weighted) before and after gadolinium (Gd) contrast agent, SPACE (T2-weighted) and FLAIR. The total acquisition time for the MR measurements was less than 1 h.

2.3. nTMS {#sec2.3}
---------

All patients had a clear surgical indication for brain surgery, and hence non-invasive mapping of the operation field using nTMS was performed in all patients in the case of the absence of absolute TMS contraindications such as metal implants. However, in this cohort of patients, epilepsy was not considered a contraindication for single pulse nTMS as long as all patients were under effective anticonvulsive treatment and did not show epileptic potentials as revealed by encephalography (EEG). As such, the risk of inducing a seizure was very low, and was clearly outweighed by the benefit of gathering information about eloquent cortical sites in order to prevent operation-induced motor disability. The patient population included patients (*N* = 17) with known epilepsy all of whom were treated with levetiracetame (*N* = 13) or other anticonvulsive drugs (*N* = 4). In none of these patients a seizure occured during or after administration of single pulse nTMS.

Neuronavigated TMS was conducted using the eXimia NBS system (version 4.2, Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) and a figure-of-eight-shaped stimulation coil. Subjects were comfortably seated in an adjustable armchair with a headrest. For head tracking, we used the standard tracking unit which was fixed to the subjects\' front using an elastic band and additional tape. The head of the subject was co-registered with the corresponding high-resolution anatomical MR image acquired from each subject as described above. Coregistration was achieved using three main anatomical landmarks (nasion, crus helicis of each ear) and nine additional points along the whole extent of the skull. This procedure yields a co-registration error of less than 2 mm (root mean square difference between the coregistered anatomical landmarks estimated by the neuronavigation software). Whenever clinically meaningful, i.e. whenever the respective body part representation or associated CST fibres were adjacent to the tumour, motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were recorded using surface electrodes (Ambu Neuroline, Bad Nauheim, Germany) mounted above the abductor pollicis brevis muscle (APB), the plantar muscle (PM) and the anterior lateral tongue muscles (LT) ([@bb00104]). The choice of one target muscle each per body part representation was based on the fact that even if more muscles per body part representation were used, the results are very likely to be extremely similar given the millimeter range distance of neighboured muscles in M1 ([@bb004]) and the spatial smoothness of the DTI data within the same range. To avoid false-positive registration of nTMS-induced MEPs (e.g., due to direct stimulation of the facial nerve), we only accepted latencies within the following ranges for the respective group of muscles: 17--30 ms for APB, 31--60 ms for PM, and 9--16 ms for LT ([@bb0082; @bb0099; @bb0083]; [@bb0088]; [@bb00104]). As an intra-individual condition, data were additionally acquired from the hand representation (APB) of the unaffected hemisphere which served as an intra-individual control.

Stimulation intensity was adjusted to 110% of the resting motor threshold (RMT) of the respective muscle which was determined at the estimated "hot spot" of the respective body part representation. The anatomical position of the hot spot was established by performing a coarse mapping around the anatomical landmarks of the respective motor cortex representation area ([@bb0075]; [@bb00104]): (i) the "hand knob formation" ([@bb00108]) for ABP mapping, (ii) the cortex close to the interhemispheric fissure for foot representation mapping, and (iii) the frontal operculum for the lips and tongue area. The RMT was defined as the minimum stimulus intensity capable of inducing MEPs greater than 50 µV peak-to-peak amplitude in at least 5 out of 10 consecutive trials in the estimated 'hot spot' of the relaxed muscle ([@bb0086]; [@bb0042]; [@bb00104]): The hot spot was defined as the cortical stimulation site at which coil positioning, orientation and tilt yielded the highest MEP amplitude. Whenever involuntary pre-innervation was observed in the EMG traces, stimulation trials were excluded from further analysis. The coil orientation was kept stable (according to its orientation at the hot spot) during the whole mapping procedure. For mapping of the hand and the tongue area, the coil position was usually perpendicular to the course of the central sulcus (posterior--anterior current). For mapping of the foot area, the coil position was perpendicular to the course of the interhemispheric fissure (mediolateral current). For mapping of the tongue area, some nTMS sessions required voluntary pre-innervation to reduce excitability thresholds in order to prevent direct nerve stimulation and/or discomfort. For each muscle representation, 120--200 pulses (depending on the size of the respective representations and subject compliance) were applied using a stimulation grid projected onto the head representation and visualized by the neuronavigation software. The spacing between the grid nodes was 5 mm. Note that for all mappings, coil orientation was independent of the grid. Two to three pulses were applied per stimulation position, i.e., grid square unit. The outer margin of a given functional area was determined by two adjacent negative spots, i.e., the position where no MEP could be elicited in at least consecutive stimulation trials ([@bb00104]). Before exporting the acquired data in a series of binarized DICOM images, all positive EMG responses underwent manual selection with regard to the effects of potential involuntary preinnervation and to eliminate false-positive results. Thereafter, the cortical representation of the hot spot of each body part representation was exported.

2.4. Tractography {#sec2.4}
-----------------

The results of the nTMS experiments, i.e., the binarized DICOM series displaying the cortical representation of the respective M1 hot spot as well as the anatomical MRI and eddy-current-corrected DTI sequences were imported into the tracking software (Brainlab iPlan 3.0.0, Heimstetten, Germany). Tracking was performed using a deterministic fibre tracking algorithm which integrates voxel-wise diffusion properties for fibre assignment by continuous tracking (FACT) ([@bb0059]).

2.5. Definition of seeding ROIs {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------

### 2.5.1. Neuronavigated-TMS defined cortical M1 ROI {#sec2.5.1}

First, to define the cortical ROI from the nTMS, the nTMS-derived DICOM series were co-registered with the anatomical MR image which had been used for the nTMS examination (usually T1 w/o Gd-enhancement). Thereafter, the respective T1 sequence was co-registered with further anatomical sequences (T2, FLAIR) and the *b* = 0 dataset of the DTI time-series. Fusion accuracy with nTMS data were checked by comparison of the respective coordinates in the visualization software and in the raw data. The fusion-associated mismatch was \<2 mm in all subjects. Hot spots were labelled as ROIs and enlarged by 2--3 mm, according to the estimated registration and fusion mismatch, so that the volumes of the resulting spheric cortical ROIs representing the M1 hot spots were standardized to a total volume of 0.9 ± 0.1 cm^3^ ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). Moreover, to check for the reproducibility of the results using the entire M1 map of a given body part as starting point for tractography, we computed for all patients an additional analysis based on all stimulation points of the hand representation area with MEP potentials \>50 µV. Data were identically processed as the hot-spot tracking data.

### 2.5.2. Subcortical ROIs {#sec2.5.2}

According to anatomical considerations concerning the course of the CST and with regard to the ROI locations typically reported in the literature, a cubic box was inserted to define further ROIs (i) in the region of the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC; [@bb0030]) and (ii) at the anterior inferior pontine level (aiP; [@bb0091]). In order to standardize ROI positioning, PLIC ROIs were set on the level of the interventricular foramina of Monro which serves as a well-defined anatomical landmark. The aiP-ROI, whenever possible due to the FoV, was inserted caudally from the upper and middle cerebellar peduncle ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A).

2.6. Fibre tracking parameters {#sec2.6}
------------------------------

All fibres were calculated originating from the nTMS-defined cortical hot spot ROIs (CoHS) and passed through either one or both of the above-mentioned cubic boxes, such as: (a) CoHS--PLIC, (b) CoHS--aiP, (c) CoHS--PLIC--aiP. Vector step length was 1.6 mm and the angular threshold was 30°. The minimal fibre track length (MFL) was not pre-set in this multiple-ROI tracking approach and, thus, set at the minimum allowed by the software of MFL = 1. To compute the fractional anisotropy threshold (FAT) ([@bb0024]), the FA value was gradually increased or decreased until the highest FA value was identified which resulted in at least one reconstructed fibre. This value was defined as 100% FAT and the resulting fibres were used for the analyses. Other authors have proposed to use lower values such as 75% FAT to increase sensitivity with respect to surgery ([@bb0024]). In this study, the minimal computable fibre tract defined by tracking at 100% FAT was used for the analysis in order to minimize the number of false-negative tracts and to facilitate the interpretation of the fibre course ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B, C). However, to investigate the impact of the relative FA value chosen for tractography (100 % vs. 75% of the FAT) on the fibre tracking plausibility, we additionally computed fibre tracts at 75% FAT using identical tracking conditions compared to the 100% FAT approach in a representative data subset, i.e., tracts originating from the M1 representation of the ipsilesional hand.

2.7. Data analysis {#sec2.7}
------------------

### 2.7.1. Volumetry {#sec2.7.1}

Volumetry of (i) contrast-enhanced (CE) T1 tumour volume and (ii) the volume of T2-hyperintense tumour areas, representative for tumour oedema, was performed PC-based using iPlan (Brainlab iPlan 3.0.0, Heimstetten, Germany). The software enables the observer to switch between cross-sectional views in any plane (axial, sagittal, coronal) as well as labelling of the respective tumour areas.

### 2.7.2. Plausibility ratings {#sec2.7.2}

All fibre tracts (contralesional hand, ipsilesional: hand, foot, tongue) --- each in the following three ROI conditions a, b and c --- were analysed separately by two independent blinded observers, i.e., a neuroradiologist and a neurosurgeon, in 3D. The courses of the fibre tracts for the tracking conditions (a) CoHS--PLIC, (b) CoHS--aiP, (c) CoHS--PLIC--aiP were checked for fibre course plausibility in a dichotomic manner (i.e., yes/no) by the two investigators. Both investigators were familiar with the anatomical course of the CST and its correlates in cross-sectional MR images. The following anatomical constraints were applied: (i) Aberrant fibres such as fibres crossing to the contralateral hemisphere, passing through the anterior frontal, temporal, parietal or occipital lobe were classified non-plausible. (ii) Corticonuclear fibres originating from the hand or the foot M1 representation which terminated within the cerebellum and/or passed through the cerebellar peduncles and did not continue along the expected CST course were considered non-plausible. Moreover, corticobulbar fibres originating from the tongue representation were only considered plausible if they passed through the anterior part of the cerebral peduncle on the midbrain level. (iii) Fibres missing the posterior limb or the genu of the internal capsule were regarded non-plausible in the CoHS--aiP condition (b). By contrast, for condition (a) --- CoHS--PLIC tracking - fibre courses were only considered as plausible if they were passing through the cerebral peduncles, i.e., anterior to the substantia nigra and through the anterior portion of the pons. Plausibility analysis was performed PC-based using iPlan (Brainlab iPlan 3.0.0, Heimstetten, Germany). The software enables the observer to switch between cross-sectional views in any plane (axial, sagittal, coronal) as well as to reconstruct the fibre tracts in 3D. All fibre tracts (contralesional hand, ipsilesional: hand, foot, tongue; each in ROI conditions a, *b* and c) were analysed separately by each of the independent observers.

### 2.7.3. Interrater reliability {#sec2.7.3}

To test for the inter-rater reliability for the two raters as well as to estimate the agreement between methods (subcortical ROI positioning), Cohen\'s Kappa was calculated using the R software package (version 3.0.2, "cohen.kappa"-function, "psych"-package; R Core Team 2013; [http://www.R-project.org/](http://www.r-project.org){#interref1}).

### 2.7.4. Influence of subcortical ROI position on fibre course plausibility {#sec2.7.4}

McNemar\'s chi-squared test for independence was used to test the influence of the two different cubic ROI locations on plausibility ratings within the same group of patients ([@bb0056]) using the R software package. Moreover, Odd\'s Ratio (OR) was calculated following the formula: OR = (*n*~11~ × *n*~22~)/(*n*~12~ × *n*~21~). The level of confidence was defined at 95% (i.e., *p* \< 0.05). The analysis was additionally performed using the entire M1 map of the ipsilateral hand representation as a starting ROI for tractography (instead of the hot spot) in order to check the robustness of the results under more clinically usual tracking conditions.

### 2.7.5. Influence of clinical cofactors on fibre course plausibility ratings {#sec2.7.5}

In addition to the DTI parameters, the following parameters were tested for the influence on plausible versus non-plausible fibre tracts: RMT, FAT, MFL, tumour volume, oedema volume, presence of oedema within the PLIC (dichotomous, i.e., yes/no), the histological tumour entity (intrinsic vs. non-intrinsic, glioblastoma vs. others) and the KPS score. Differences between plausible vs. non-plausible fibre tracts in oedema volume and tumour volume were analysed using ANOVA, such between plausible vs. non-plausible tracts in the KPS score and in RMT were calculated using non-parametric tests (Mann--Whitney-U), depending on the distribution of the co-factors. The influence of oedema within the internal capsule (i.e., present vs. non-present) and the tumour type on the fibre course plausibility ratings were assessed by Pearson\'s Chi-Square Test. Correlations between potential influencing factors with the plausibility ratings were calculated using point-biserial correlation (Pearson\'s product moment correlation). Additional linear discriminant analysis was performed to test for the predictive value of variables on fibre tract.

### 2.7.6. Correlation between tractography parameters and plausibility {#sec2.7.6}

Correlations between the variables FAT and MFL with the dichotomous outcome variable, i.e., the plausibility of the CST fibre course, were calculated using Pearson's product moment. To control for the influence of inter-correlated variables, partial correlations were calculated.

### 2.7.7. Linear discriminant analysis {#sec2.7.7}

In addition to the tests outlined above, linear discriminant analysis was performed to test for the predictive value of the different variables on the respective fibre tract plausibility ratings. A Kernel density plot was used for the visualization of the cut-off between plausible and non-plausible fibre tracts depending on either FAT or MFL values. The cut-off values --- representing an optimal, linear combination of sensitivity and specificity of prediction --- were determined by a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis and were sorted by the maximum value resulting from the formula: "sensitivity" − (1 − "specificity") ([@bb0027]; [@bb0029]) (PASW Statistics 18.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Moreover, the precision (i.e., true positives)--recall (i.e., false negatives) cut-even point, i.e., the cut-off where precision and recall are equal were calculated and density distributions were plotted using histograms and Kernel\'s density curves and by grouped scatter plots.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Patients and descriptive analysis {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------

Thirty-two patients (21 male) with intracranial tumours, in most cases glioblastomas ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) participated in the study. All patients were still in a rather good clinical state as indicated by the Karnofsky Performance Scale (KPS = 90.1 ± SD 8.0). The mean tumour volume was 20.8 ± SD 17.9 cm^3^ and the mean oedema volume was 56.2 ± SD 35.5 cm^3^. The tumour location (according to the CE-T1 scans) was as follows: precentral (CoHS and fibre tracts posterior to the tumour) 31.7%, central (CoHS and/or minimal computable fibre tracts overlapping with tumour volume) 31.7%, and postcentral (CoHS and fibre tracts anterior to the tumour) 36.6%. In 6/32 patients T2 MRI revealed oedema within the PLIC. None of the patients showed signs of oedema in the aiP. 17/32 patients had symptomatic epileptic seizures and were treated by anticonvulsive drugs, mostly with levetiracetame (*N* = 13/17). Most patients (25/32) were under anti-oedematous steroid medication at the time of nTMS.

A total of 118 M1 representation areas were mapped by nTMS, i.e., *N* = 32 contralesional APB, *N* = 32 ipsilesional APB, *N* = 28 ipsilesional LT, and *N* = 26 ipsilesional PM. The reasons for incomplete mappings for some body parts was that only those regions were investigated which were adjacent to the tumour regions in order to minimize discomfort for the patients. For example, if the tumour was located in between the hand and the tongue representation, mapping of the foot representation was not performed.

The RMT was 38.8 ± 12.2 maximum stimulator output (MSO) for the contralesional hand (APB), 39.7 ± 12.7 MSO for the ipsilesional hand, 64.1 ± 18.0 MSO for the foot (PM) and 45.3 ± 10.1 MSO for the tongue (LT), respectively. No severe adverse effects were reported, with on 2/32 patients complaining of transient (\<24 h) headache following nTMS.

3.2. Plausibility analysis {#sec3.2}
--------------------------

After DTI preprocessing, three fibre tracts were reconstructed connecting the respective ROI volumes: CoHS--PLIC, CoHS--aiP, and CoHS--PLIC--aiP. The inter-rater reliability of the plausibility analyses was excellent for the CoHS--aiP condition (Cohen\'s Kappa *k* = 0.96) and very good for the CoHS--PLIC--aiP condition (*k* = 0.86) as well as for the CoHS--PLIC condition (*k* = 0.80; [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Due to the excellent concordance of the independent ratings and to simplify the data presentation, plausibility results reported below are based on the neuroradiologist\'s rating. The size of the cubic ROIs (capsule, pons) and the size of the cortical M1 ROIs --- being standardized to 0.9 ± 0.1 cm^3^ --- was investigated to some extent and found to have no significant impact on the fibre course plausibility results (*p* \> 0.1, Bonferroni corrected).

### 3.2.1. Comparison of subcortical ROI location {#sec3.2.1}

The CoHS--aiP algorithm resulted in significantly more plausible fibre tracts as compared to CoHS--PLIC (x^2^~McNemar~  = 67.12, *p*~McNemar~ \< 2.55*e*−16; OR = 20.0; [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}A, B and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The result was significant (*p*~McNemar~ \< 0.001) for all ipsilesional body parts ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). However, due to data distribution, McNemar\'s test could not be performed in the contralesional hand condition. The combination of ROIs, i.e., CoHS--PLIC--aiP, did not yield better tracking results, as compared to CoHS--aiP alone (*p*~McNemar~ = 1). The convergence between both these approaches was high (Cohen\'s Kappa *k* = 0.83; [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). This result remained significant using 75% of the FAT value (*p*~McNemar~ = 0.02; Supplementary Table S1) as well as using the entire M1 map instead of the hot spot (*p*~McNemar~ = 0.003; Supplementary Table S2) as a starting ROI for tractography in a representative subset of fibres originating from the ipsilesional hand representation despite a generally higher number of aberrant fibre tracts for both subcortical ROI conditions.

### 3.2.2. Influence of CoHS body part assignment on fibre course plausibility {#sec3.2.2}

Hand fibre tracts on the healthy brain side showed best plausibility results when using the CoHS--aiP or the combined CoHS--PLIC--aiP tracking method (100 % plausibility), followed by the ipsilesional CS fibre tracts originating from the CoHS of the hand (94%), the foot (81% \[CoHS--aiP\]/88% \[CoHS--PLIC--aiP\]); the tongue (79% \[CoHS--aiP\]/68% \[CoHS--PLIC--aiP\]) showed the worst plausibility results. The data acquired by the CoHS--PLIC tracking method showed a similar effect of body part representation area, with much lower plausibility rates, however (contralesional hand: 34 %, ipsilesional hand: 53 %, foot 12 %, tongue 11 %; [Table 4A, B and Fig. 2](#t0020 f0010){ref-type="table"}).

3.3. Factors influencing the tracking results {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------

Since the data demonstrated that positioning of the subcortical ROI in the pontine area (aiP) leads to best tractography results, as compared to the internal capsule (PLIC), multivariate analysis was restricted to the data subset comprising the "CoHS--aiP" tractography condition.

### 3.3.1. Influence of clinical cofactors on fibre course plausibility {#sec3.3.1}

The presence of oedema within the PLIC was associated with less plausible tractography data (*p*~xsq~ = .007 with X-Sq = 7.27; OR = .143; [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Fig. S1). The influence of the oedema involving the internal capsule on CST plausibility was most evident for the MCT fibres originating from the hand CoHS and the foot CoHS (*p* \< .05, Bonferroni corrected). However, the influence of internal capsule oedema on tongue-derived CS fibres did not meet statistical significance ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}). In contrast to the influence of oedema, the tumour histology itself (intrinsic brain tumours/malignant brain tumours/glioblastomas vs. others) had no significant influence on the plausibility results (*p*~xsq~ \> 0.1). Other variables such as the KPS, the RMT, the T1-CE tumour volume and the overall T2 oedema showed neither a significant correlation with fibre course plausibility (point-biserial correlation coefficient at least R^2^ \< .02, *p* \> 0.1) nor a relevant influence on the outcome variable, i.e., plausibility of the CS fibre course as revealed by linear discriminant analysis.

### 3.3.2. Influence of FAT and MFL values on plausibility of CS fibre tracts {#sec3.3.2}

Both FAT and the MFL significantly influenced the plausibility of the computed CS fibre tracts. Low FAT values were associated with a lower number of plausible tracts for all of the tracking methods. The mean FAT values of plausible CS fibres were significantly higher (mean \[CoHS--aiP\] = 0.23 ± 0.06) than those FAT values of the non-plausible group (mean \[CoHS--aiP\] = 0.076 ± 0.09; *p* \< 0.001). This finding was significant for any of the ROI-dependent tracking methods (CoHS--PLIC: *p* = .005; CoHS--PLIC--aiP: *p* = .003; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Point-biserial correlation analysis revealed a strong positive correlation between the FAT values and the dichotomous outcome measure, i.e., fibre tract plausibility ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}). However, both variables show a significant negative correlation (Pearson correlation: R^2^ = 0.304, *p* \< 0.001; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4B](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Controlling for the influence of MFL, the partial correlation of FAT with fibre course plausibility was still significant for each subgroup analysis ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}). Comparison of means revealed significantly higher values of the minimal fibre length (MFL) in the subgroup with non-plausible fibre tracts compared to those patients with plausible fibre tracts (mean \[CoHS--aiP; plausible\] = 101.1 ± 14.5, mean \[CoHS--aiP; non-plausible\] = 120.9 ± 17.9; CoHS--aiP: *p* = .001; CoHS--PLIC--aiP: *p* = .001; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

Point-biserial correlation analysis revealed a rather strong negative correlation of the MFL results with the plausibility of the CST course ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}). However, this correlation did not survive partial correlation, controlled for the influence of the FAT on the fibre course plausibility ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.3.3. Predictive value of FAT and MFL for fibre tract plausibility and cut-off values {#sec3.3.3}

Linear discriminant analysis confirmed the correlation and predictive potential of both variables with regard to plausibility prediction (coefficients of linear discriminants \[cld\]: cld\[FAT\] = 8.95, cld\[MFL\] = −.024). Dependent on case classification (plausible/non-plausible), a distinct data distribution can be observed in a FAT (*x*-axis)- and MFL (*y*-axis)-based scatter plot ([Fig. 4B](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Cut-off values were calculated for each tracking condition by ROC analysis (FAT --- fibre course plausibility: cut-off = 0.105; MFL --- fibre course plausibility: cut-off = 121.5 mm; [Table 7 and Fig. 4A, B](#t0035 f0020){ref-type="table"}).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

4.1. General considerations and side effects {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------------------

A number of studies have investigated tractography-guided brain tumour surgery over the past years and reported good clinical results ([@bb00106]) as well as convergence between intraoperative direct subcortical stimulation (DsCS) and preoperative DTI-tracking data ([@bb0081]; [@bb0067]; [@bb00109]; [@bb00101]). However, conclusions to be drawn from intraoperative DsCS concerning the accuracy of DTI-based tractography are strongly limited by the brain shift that inevitably occurs to a certain extent during surgery ([@bb0084]). Furthermore, there is little agreement concerning the underlying tracking algorithms such as the location of subcortical ROIs: Mostly, the posterior limb of the internal capsule ([@bb0016]; [@bb0024]) and/or the anterior pons/cerebral peduncle ([@bb0024]; [@bb0067]; [@bb0012]; [@bb0054]) are used. There is increasing evidence that probabilistic fibre tracking provides more accurate fibre tracking results compared to deterministic tracking ([@bb0012]; [@bb0054]). However, deterministic fibre tracking still represents the most time-efficient and widely distributed method for presurgical fibre course delineation in the neurosurgical field which allows excellent and quick integration with the intraoperative navigation software. Moreover, all previously published data demonstrating the superiority of probabilistic fibre tracking were not based on nTMS-assisted tracking algorithms. Aiming at clinical applicability, we, therefore, based our study on the deterministic fibre tracking approach and compared the two most frequently used ROI positions, i.e. the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) and the anterior inferior pons (aiP).

To the best of our knowledge, the sample size of 32 patients ranges among the largest studies published on the topic to date. We were able to demonstrate the safety of nTMS and the excellent feasibility of the nTMS-based fibre tracking approach. No severe adverse effects occurred during the examination, e.g., no seizures were evoked by nTMS even though patients with symptomatic epilepsy (under regular anticonvulsive drug treatment) were included into the trial (17/32 patients). This fact confirms the safety of single pulse nTMS ([@bb001]; [@bb0098]; [@bb0085]). However, 6 % of the patients (*N* = 2/32) complained of transient headaches (\<24 h) following nTMS which is a known phenomenon and the most frequent side effect associated with TMS reported with 6--60% for repetitive TMS in the literature ([@bb0053]).

4.2. Resting motor threshold {#sec4.2}
----------------------------

The resting motor threshold (RMT in % of the stimulator output) was 38.8 ± 12.2 % for the contralesional hand (APB), 39.7 ± 12.7 % for the ipsilesional hand, 64.1 ± 18.0 % for the foot (PM) and 45.3 ± 10.1 % for the tongue (LT), respectively. It is a common clinical approach to restrict motor threshold determination to the hand representation and adjust the stimulation intensity of further M1 regions to the respective hand RMT. In this study, the mean foot RMT was 1.61-fold higher than the respective ipsilateral hand RMT and the mean tongue RMT was 1.14-fold increased compared to the hand RMT. However, we observed considerable inter-individual variability of the relationship between hand, foot and tongue RMT and, therefore, do not recommend to adhere to fixed multiplied MT values, relying on the hand RMT but to re-determine the respective RMT for each body part representation, separately. This individual variability of the RMT-ratios between different body part representations may be considerably attributed to anatomical variations such as differences in the coil-to-cortex distance, the thickness of the skull or the cortex at the different stimulation sites ([@bb0032]; [@bb0051]). However, (i) in order to speed up the RMT determination procedure starting from the estimated RMT and (ii) in case of non-compliance of the patient which can cause the time frame for motor mapping to be quite tight, the use of the above-mentioned percentages (lower extremity: \~160% of hand-RMT, face: \~115% of hand-RMT) can be helpful for RMT estimation. The ratio of 1.61 for the foot/hand RMT ranges within the previously published range (1.6--2.0) for the figure-of-eight shaped coil ([@bb0032]; [@bb0087]). The mean RMT of the tongue (45.3 ± 10.1 %) was consistent with previous reports ([@bb0061]).

4.3. Comparison of subcortical ROI locations {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------------

In this study, using the anterior pontine region as subcortical ROI (in addition to the nTMS-defined cortical ROI) resulted in significantly more plausible fibre tracts, as compared to the use of the posterior limb of the inner capsule (PLIC) as a subcortical ROI (*p*~McNemar~ \< 0.001; [Tables 2 and 3](#t0010 t0015){ref-type="table"}). The question of which ROI is most suitable for DTI-based CST reconstruction has recently been addressed by several groups ([@bb0045]; [@bb0072]), e.g., the high sensitivity of DTI for white matter changes represented by the FA value was shown for the PLIC ROI and a ROI set at the corpus callosum ROI but not for the cerebral peduncle ROI ([@bb0045]). These results may indicate the greater robustness of ROI positioning on the cerebral peduncle or even the pontine region compared to PLIC or corpus callosum which can be regarded as being consistent with our data. Of note, the plausibility ratings based on the aiP ROI were not only superior regarding the ipsilesional hemisphere but also when analysing the corticospinal tract on the contralesional side. Reviewing those cases in more detail, we found that most of the tracts which were considered non-plausible corresponded to thalamocortical fibres, either belonging to the superior thalamic radiation ([@bb0015]) or to sensory pathways, i.e. fibres associated with the spinothalamic tract ([@bb0037]). When setting the subcortical ROI on the aiP level, pure thalamocortical fibres as well as fibres belonging to the spinothalamic system --- both located posteriorly to the substantia nigra and posteriorly to the aiP-ROI on the pontine level --- were excluded from the tractography results since they did not pass the aiP-ROI. Thus, anatomical considerations may explain a large proportion of the superiority of aiP-based CS tractography results, even on the contralesional hemisphere.

Moreover, the interesting fact that in three cases with large peritumoural oedema the tongue-derived CS tractography leads to non-plausible results in the CoHS--IC--aiP condition but not in the simpler CoHS--aiP condition recalls the limitations of the FACT tractography approach. In general, the multiple-ROI approach, based on anatomical knowledge, may be advantageous. However, the additional use of large ROIs may as well diminish the advantage of a supposedly highly-precise cortical ROI as -- in this study -- located by nTMS since when using multiple ROIs the reconstruction results become less dependent on the initial ROI location ([@bb0060]). The multiple-ROI approach may therefore not always be recommendable. However, the number of cases in which CoHS--aiP tractography seemed advantageous compared to CoHS--IC--aiP tractography (*N* = 3) is certainly too low to draw definite conclusions other than pointing out that, due to the mentioned limitations of the tracking algorithms --- especially in tissues with an unfavourable signal-to-noise ratio --- tractography results should always be interpreted with caution.

4.4. Influence of CoHS body part assignment on fibre course plausibility {#sec4.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Somatotopic tractography and anatomical segregation of different ROIs along the course of the CST have been published by several authors in the past ([@bb0073]; [@bb00107]; [@bb0038; @bb0040]; [@bb0047]; [@bb0071]; [@bb0014]). However, comparative data concerning the feasibility and accuracy of fibre tracts assigned to different body parts are scarce: Hong et al. report similar FA values for hand and leg, using manually defined cortical ROIs without functional localizers ([@bb0038]). To date, no data for nTMS-based CST fibre tracking have been published that compare distinct parameters of the different body-part-associated tracts. In this study, most plausible results were achieved for the hand fibre tracts on the unaffected hemisphere (CoHS--aiP algorithm: 100 %), followed by the CS fibre tracts originating from the CoHS of the hand (94%), the foot (81%) and at least the tongue (79%) on the side of the tumour. This finding may be a result of the higher retest-reliability and accuracy of hand motor mapping by nTMS as compared to the foot and the tongue representation ([@bb0023]; [@bb00104]) which corresponds to a more exact cortical ROI delineation.

4.5. Analysis of influence factors on fibre course plausibility {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.5.1. Clinical and structural cofactors {#sec4.5.1}

For most clinical and radiological factors including tumour histology we could not detect significant correlations with fibre course plausibility. However, the presence of oedema within the PLIC had significant deleterious effects on the reconstruction of the CST, most evident for the CST fibres originating from the hand and the foot CoHS. Various papers have addressed the impact of tumours on DTI tracking ([@bb0052]; [@bb0057]; [@bb0033]; [@bb0041]). Recently, Jones and colleagues have shown tumour-type-dependent diffusion characteristics with strongly reduced anisotropy in high-grade tumours and oedema ([@bb0041]). Interestingly, FA was shown to be significantly lower in tumour oedema as compared to a pure vasogenic oedema ([@bb0057]). Low anisotropy values in an area representing a core zone of the CST such as the PLIC may explain the difficulties to achieve a valid tractography result in these cases.

### 4.5.2. FAT and MFL {#sec4.5.2}

The FA is a useful indicator for the validity of reconstructed fibre tracts since it describes the degree of directionality of the diffusion process and, hence, is widely accepted as a measure for structural white matter integrity ([@bb007; @bb005]; [@bb0013]; [@bb0017]; [@bb0036]; [@bb00100]). Not surprisingly, in this study, high FAT values showed a strong correlation with the plausibility of the tractography results. Moreover, a negative correlation of the FAT with the MFL was shown. Corrected for the influence of the MFL on the fibre course plausibility, the significant correlation of the FAT with the fibre course plausibility survived partial correlation analysis whereas the correlation \'MFL \~ plausibility\' did not. Hence, FA seems to represent one of the strongest predictors for fibre course plausibility which was also confirmed by linear discriminant analysis (Coefficients of linear discriminants \[cld\]: cld\[FAT\] = 8.95, cld\[MFL\] = −.024). The less direct course of the reconstructed CST in cases of low FA may explain the prolonged MFL correlating with low FAT values. Hence, the correlation between MFL and fibre course plausibility may be interpreted as an epiphenomenon of its correlation with the respective FAT.

In order to provide a simple tool for clinical plausibility estimation based on the FAT (and MFL) of the respective tractography result, cut off even points were calculated (ROC analysis: FAT-plausibility: 0.105; MFL-plausibility: 121.5 mm) and illustrated by histograms and Kernel\'s density curves ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, in case of FAT values lower or equal 0.10, it seems mandatory to interpret the tractography results with particular caution. MFL values exceeding 121.5 mm (field-of-view delineated by pontomedullary groove) may also be a negative predictor for plausible CST tractography, however, less powerful compared to the FAT value.

4.6. Intraoperative validation {#sec4.6}
------------------------------

### 4.6.1. Subcortical stimulation {#sec4.6.1}

As pointed out before, DTI-based tractography is a powerful technique which can facilitate function-preserving resection of rolandic brain tumours. However, the tracking algorithms are prone to artefacts, especially in areas with an unfavourable signal-to-noise ratio such as the surrounding of brain tumours. The tractography results should, therefore, always be interpreted with caution and, whenever possible, be confirmed intraoperatively. Subcortical monopolar stimulation provides an excellent tool to check the anatomical location of the respective fibre tracts ([@bb0020]; [@bb0011]; [@bb0044]; [@bb0089]; [@bb0097]). One limitation of the present study is the lack of intraoperative stimulation data in order to validate the findings. A number of studies have already demonstrated that subcortical monopolar stimulation provides an excellent tool to check the anatomical location of the respective fibre tracts ([@bb0020]; [@bb0011]; [@bb0044]; [@bb0089]; [@bb0097]). However, a major challenge of this technique is the non-linear brain shift after opening the skull which makes it impossible to use pre-operative MRIs as anatomical reference with sufficient spatial precision. This issue could, however, be clarified in the future by stereotactic approaches ([@bb0022]) or when using intraoperative MRI ([@bb0069]; [@bb0064; @bb0065; @bb0066; @bb0063]; [@bb0092]).

### 4.6.2. Awake surgery {#sec4.6.2}

Despite the advances of pre- and intraoperative imaging that have been made over the last decades, awake craniotomy should still be considered as a well tolerable ([@bb0010]) and the most robust functional monitoring approach for surgery of eloquently located brain tumours ([@bb0021]; [@bb0076]; [@bb0018]; [@bb0019]; [@bb0093]; [@bb0096]). Currently, the combination of pre- and intraoperative cortical and subcortical mapping techniques with awake surgery is largely considered ideal in order to optimize the extent of resection whilst preserving important brain function such as motor control ([@bb0021]; [@bb0025]).

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

nTMS-based deterministic CST tractography is a feasible approach for presurgical delineation of the pyramidal tract in brain tumour patients. Due to its intuitive and relatively fast applicability, it can be well integrated into clinical routine. The results demonstrate clearly that anatomical seeding --- in addition to the nTMS-derived cortical M1 ROI --- at the anterior pontine level (aiP) leads to reliably more plausible tractography results compared to the use of a subcortical ROI defined by the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC). Combining the ROIs (aiP, PLIC) did not lead to a significant benefit regarding plausibility but can, however, be helpful in particular cases.

In cases with FAT values lower than 0.10 and/or the presence of oedema within the PLIC, tractography results should be interpreted with particular caution. Moreover, long minimal fibre lengths (cut-off value: 121.5 mm) should be regarded a negative indicator regarding fibre course plausibility.

In this study, calculation of the somatotopic corticospinal fibre tracts originating from the hand M1 area showed most plausible results (tumour hemisphere: 94%; non-affected hemisphere 100%), followed by the foot (81%) and tongue-associated CST (75%). These findings may be explained by the more accurate and reliable detectability of the hand M1 representation by nTMS, as compared to the foot and the tongue and thus by supposedly more exact cortical seeding.

However, anatomically based plausibility analysis can only represent an estimative approach. Exact validation of the DTI-based CST tractography results is mandatory, e.g. by electrophysiological recordings during stereotactic procedures in functional neurosurgery.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec999}
==============================

Table S1: Contingency table displaying plausibility ratings for ipsilateral somatotopic hand-CST in a multiple-ROI approach comparing different subcortical ROIs (capsule vs. pons), tractography at 75% FAT.Table S2: Contingency table displaying plausibility ratings using different subcortical ROIs (IC vs. aiP), fibre tracts originating from the entire TMS-map of the ipsilesional M1 hand representation.Figure S1: Number of Plausible Corticospinal Fibre Tracts, Grouped by Presence / Absence of Oedema within the Internal Capsule.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2015.01.006](10.1016/j.nicl.2015.01.006){#interref999}.

![Illustrative overview of tractography technique. (A) Definition of the cortical ROI (CoHS) and the cubic ROI on pontine level (aiP). After nTMS mapping (left) and determination of the MEP hot spot the respective cortical M1 representation (e.g., hand) was exported as binarized DICOM data. Then, tractography was performed as follows: (i) The binarized DICOM datasets displaying the cortical M1 hot spot (CoHS) of the body part of interest which resulted from nTMS mapping (left) are integrated into the iPlan software. (ii) The CoHS --- here outlined in violet --- (middle) are labelled manually and the ROI are enlarged by 2--3 mm in order to achieve a standardized ROI volume of 0.9 ± 0.1 cm^3^. Afterwards (iii), the cubic ROI boxes are set in the region of the anterior inferior pons (aiP; right) and in the area of the genu and the posterior limb of the internal capsule (IC; lower right), hereby using the DTI (B0) sequence to control for FOV and artefacts. (B) CST fibres tracked from the cortical M1 hot spot (CoHS) of the tongue: comparison of FA-dependent methods. For further analysis, the most specific approach, i.e., evaluating the course of the minimal acquirable fibre (i.e., 100 % FAT, left) was chosen. Here, the approach is compared to the more sensitive tracking approach setting the FA value at 75 % of the FAT (right; according to [@bb0024]). (C) CST fibres originating from the cortical M1 hot spots of different body part representations, located anteriorly to the tumour bulk. Left: function-associated fibre tracts were generated using the cortical spheric ROI based on nTMS results and a cubic pontine ROI set according to anatomical knowledge (see panels A and B). Direction-encoded tracts were transformed into fibre objects outlined in distinct colours (yellow: contralesional hand, green: ipsilesional foot, red: ipsilesional hand, light blue: ipsilesional tongue). Right: the results show a plausible course of the distinct fibre tracts according to anatomical considerations. e.g., all tracts *pass* through the posterior limb of the internal capsule (contrast-enhancing tumour bulk outlined in dark blue, perilesional oedema displayed in violet), hereby respecting the somatotopic organization within the internal capsule with the tongue-associated tracts (light blue) located anteriorly to the hand- (red) and the foot-associated tracts (green) ([@bb0073], [@bb0071]).](gr1){#f0005}

![Plausibility of the corticospinal tract depending on region of interest (ROI)-location.](gr2){#f0010}

![Low fractional anisotropy thresholds (FAT) and minimal fibre length (MFL) correlate with poor plausibility of CS fibre tracts. Left*:* the FAT is an indirect measure for the directionality of diffusion and, thus, of the likelihood to detect subcortical fibre tracts by DTI processing. As expected, significantly higher FAT values were encountered within the patient subset with plausible CST fibre course results compared to the non-plausible CST group (*p*~mwu~ = .000). A significant point-biserial correlation was found between FAT values and fibre course plausibility for all body part associations (\*\*; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}). Right*:* the MLF reflects the course of the corticospinal fibres connecting the standardized ROIs (CoHS, aiP). Comparison of means revealed a significant difference between the subset of patients with plausible CST fibre courses compared to those with non-plausible tracts (*p*~mwu~ = .001). The length of the fibres originating from the cortical M1 hot spot of the hand representation was shown to correlate significantly with the anatomical plausibility of their courses (\*; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}).](gr3){#f0015}

![Distribution and cut off determination of fractional anisotropy threshold (FAT) and minimal fibre length (MFL) values, grouped by their dedicated fibre tract plausibility value. (A) Density distribution of FAT and MFL values, grouped by plausibility of fibre tracts. For better visualization of the FAT (left) and MFL (right) distribution, histograms were generated with overlying Kernel\'s density curves (cases revealing non-plausible results outlined in dark red, such revealing plausible fibre courses outlined in light green; here shown for the CoHS--aiP tracking algorithm). The graphs show that in cases with low FAT values the likelihood to receive non-plausible or no tracking results at all increases strongly when falling below a value of FAT ≈ 0.10. Accordingly, the probability of non-plausible/no results increases whenever the MFL exceeds length of MFL ≈ 110 mm. (B) Scatter plot of FAT and MFL, grouped by plausibility. The scatter plots shows that non-plausible tracking results occur mostly in case of long MFL and low FAT values (left upper corner; cases with non-plausible/no results represented by red dots; dots representing plausible results outlined in green). The high predictive value of both variables, FAT and MFL, with respect to the group classification "plausible"/"non-plausible" was shown by discriminant analysis. Moreover, a significant correlation between both variables, FAT and MFL, was observed (*p* \< .01); the linear regression line is displayed in black (R^2^ = .304).](gr4){#f0020}

###### 

Distribution of tumour entities within trial subjects. The histological analysis of most recruited patients revealed primary brain tumours (*n* = 22), followed by carcinoma metastasis (*n* = 6).

  Oligo-/astrocytoma                                  22
  ----------------------- --------------------------- ----
                          Glioblastoma                15
                          Astrocytoma WHO III°        3
                          Astrocytoma WHO II°         1
                          Oligodendroglioma WHO II°   3
  Other tumour entities                               10
                          Carcinoma metastasis        6
                          Meningioma                  3
                          B-cell-lymphoma             1

###### 

Interrater reliability. The plausibility ratings regarding the corticospinal fibre tracts of two independent, blinded investigators, i.e., a neurosurgeon and a neuroradiologist were compared. The rating of the fibre tracts was based on anatomical knowledge (see [Material and methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} section). The consensus between the two independent raters was excellent, especially for the CoHS--aiP tracking condition (*k* = 0.96; highlighted in bold). Moreover, the agreement between two tracking conditions involving (i) only the pons as subcortical ROI or (ii) pons and internal capsule as subcortical ROIs, i.e., CoHS--aiP and CoHS--IC--aiP, was good (neurosurgeon\'s analysis: *k* = 0.62; neuroradiologist\'s analysis: *k* = 0.83).

  Interrater reliability (Cohen\'s kappa)                                                                                                                                                         
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------
  Agreement on fibre tract plausibility between raters. Neurosurgeon (NS) vs. neuroradiologist (NR)                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                      Subcortical ROI location   Kappa value      Confidence interval
                                                                                                                                                      **Pons (aiP)**             **0.96**         **0.87--1.0**
                                                                                                                                                      Internal capsule (IC)      0.80             0.68--0.92
                                                                                                                                                      Both (aiP--IC)             0.86             0.72--1.0
  Agreement on fibre tract plausibility between tracking methods. Subcortical ROI location: pons (aiP) vs. internal capsule (IC) vs. both (IC--aiP)                                               
  Rater                                                                                                                                               ROI locations compared     Kappa value      Confidence interval
  NS                                                                                                                                                  aiP--IC                    0.1              0.04--0.16
  **aiP--IC--aiP**                                                                                                                                    **0.62**                   **0.44--0.81**   
  IC--IC--aiP                                                                                                                                         0.07                       0.03--0.11       
  NR                                                                                                                                                  aiP-- IC                   0.07             0.01--0.13
  **aiP--IC--aiP**                                                                                                                                    **0.83**                   **0.66--0.99**   
  IC--IC--aiP                                                                                                                                         0.10                       0.04--0.15       

###### 

Effect of subcortical ROI location on plausibility of distinct M1-derived fibre tracts. The CoHS--aiP algorithm resulted in significantly more plausible fibre tracts as compared to CoHS--PLIC for all ipsilesional body parts. However, due to the data distribution, McNemar\'s test could not be performed in the contralesional hand condition. The results are displayed in a bar plot in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B.

  CoHS (M1)                  CoHS--aiP fibre tract plausibility   CoHS--IC fibre tract plausibility   χ^2^   *p*~McNemar~   
  -------------------------- ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------- ------ -------------- --------
  Hand (APB) contrales       No                                   0                                   0      n.a.           n.a.
  Yes                        21                                   11                                                        
  Hand (APB) ipsilesional    No                                   2                                   0      11.08          0.0008
  Yes                        13                                   17                                                        
  Foot (PM) ipsilesional     No                                   4                                   1      14.45          0.0001
  Yes                        19                                   2                                                         
  Tongue (LT) ipsilesional   No                                   6                                   0      17.05          0.0000
  Yes                        19                                   3                                                         
  Total (all CoHS/M1)        No                                   12                                  1      67.12          0.0000
  Yes                        72                                   33                                                        

###### 

Tables A and B and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}: Cubic ROI on pontine level (aiP) allows generation of more plausible CS fibre tracts, compared to cubic ROI defined by posterior limb of the internal capsule (IC). Applying the CoHS--aiP algorithm resulted in significantly more plausible fibre tracts, as compared to CoHS--IC (Pearson\'s X-squared = 85.7673, *p* \< 2.2*e*−16; [Table A](#t0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}; fig: bars labelled in red). The combination of ROIs, i.e., CoHS--IC--aiP, almost never contributed to more plausible results, as compared to CoHS--aiP alone (*p* = 1). For better overview, please concern summary [Table B](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.

  \(A\) Plausibility of corticospinal tract depending on region of interest (ROI) --- location in percent data grouped by M1 CoHS                                                                           
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------ ------- -----------------------------------------
  Pons (CoHS-aiP)                                                                                                                   Plausible tract   32      100 %   30      94 %   21      81 %   22      79 %
  Non-plausible                                                                                                                     0                 0 %     2       6 %     5      19 %    6      21 %    
  No tract                                                                                                                          0                 0 %     0       0 %     0      0 %     0      0 %     
  Total                                                                                                                             32                100 %   32      100 %   26     100 %   28     100 %   
  Internal capsule (CoHS--IC)                                                                                                       Plausible tract   11      34 %    17      53 %   3       12 %   3       11 %
  Non-plausible                                                                                                                     21                66 %    15      47 %    23     88 %    25     89 %    
  No tract                                                                                                                          0                 0 %     0       0 %     0      0 %     0      0 %     
  Total                                                                                                                             32                100 %   32      100 %   26     100 %   28     100 %   
  Combined ROIs (CoHS--IC--aiP)                                                                                                     Plausible tract   32      100 %   30      94 %   23      88 %   19      68 %[a](#ngtbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Non plausible                                                                                                                     0                 0 %     2       6 %     3      12 %    4      14 %    
  No tract                                                                                                                          0                 0 %     0       0 %     0      0 %     5      18 %    
  Total                                                                                                                             32                100 %   32      100 %   26     100 %   28     100 %   
  Total                                                                                                                             Plausible tract   75      78 %    77      80 %   47      60 %   44      52 %
  Non plausible                                                                                                                     21                22 %    19      20 %    31     40 %    35     42 %    
  No tract                                                                                                                          0                 0 %     0       0 %     0      0 %     5      6 %     
  Total                                                                                                                             96                100 %   96      100 %   78     100 %   84     100 %   

  \(B\) Plausibility of corticospinal tract depending on region of interest (ROI) Summary table                                                                                     
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ------- ----- ------- --------------------------------------- ------- ----- -------
  Plausible tract                                                                                 105   89 %    34    29 %    104                                     88 %    243   69 %
  Non-plausible / no tract                                                                        13    11 %    84    71 %    14[b](#ngtbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}   12 %    111   31 %
  Total                                                                                           118   100 %   118   100 %   118                                     100 %   354   100 %

83% of tracts, *n* = 5 no tract.

Including *n* = 5 w/o tract (generation not possible).

###### 

Plausibility of fibre courses, grouped by presence of oedema within the IC (columns), *overall and* distinguished by body-part affiliation of the respective CS fibre tracts (rows). In the presence of IC-oedema the rate of plausible tracking results was decreased from 93 % to 65 % (p~xsq~ = 0.007). The effect of the oedema was most evident for the somatotopic fibre tracts originating from the M1 representation of the hand.

  Plausibility of fibre courses, *overall and* grouped by presence/absence of oedema within the internal capsule (IC) and by the M1 representation of fibre origin (CoHS)                                                         
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- -------- -------- --------- ---- ------ ------
  All fibres                                                                                                                                                                IC oedema     Absent   Count    5         64   69     .007
  \% of total                                                                                                                                                               6 %           74 %     80 %                           
  Present                                                                                                                                                                   Count         6        11       17                    
  \% of Total                                                                                                                                                               7 %           13 %     20 %                           
  Total                                                                                                                                                                                   Count    11       75        86   .002   
                                                                                                                                                                            \% of total   13 %     87 %     100 %                 
  Hand (APB)                                                                                                                                                                IC oedema     Absent   Count    0         26   26     
  \% of total                                                                                                                                                               0 %           81 %     81 %                           
  Present                                                                                                                                                                   Count         2        4        6                     
  \% of total                                                                                                                                                               6 %           13 %     19 %                           
  Total                                                                                                                                                                                   Count    2        30        32          
                                                                                                                                                                            \% of Total   6 %      94 %     100 %                 
  Foot (PM)                                                                                                                                                                 IC oedema     Absent   Count    1         20   21     .027
  \% of Total                                                                                                                                                               4 %           77 %     81 %                           
  Present                                                                                                                                                                   Count         2        3        5                     
  \% of Total                                                                                                                                                               8 %           11.5 %   19 %                           
  Total                                                                                                                                                                                   Count    3        23        26          
                                                                                                                                                                            \% of Total   11.5 %   88.5 %   100.00%               
  Tongue (LT)                                                                                                                                                               IC oedema     Absent   Count    4         18   22     .423
  \% of total                                                                                                                                                               14 %          64.5 %   79 %                           
  Present                                                                                                                                                                   Count         2        4        6                     
  \% of total                                                                                                                                                               7 %           14.5 %   21 %                           
  Total                                                                                                                                                                                   Count    6        22        28          
                                                                                                                                                                            \% of total   21 %     79 %     100 %                 

###### 

Correlations between fractional anisotropy threshold (FAT) and minimal fibre length (MFL) with dichotomous outcome variable, i.e., fibre course plausibility. Both FAT and MFL strongly correlate with the outcome parameter "fibre course plausibility". However, both parameters also correlate strongly with each other. The correlation results of the partial correlation analysis (cells faded in grey), controlling for the effect of FAT on the correlation between MFL and CST plausibility, did not meet statistical significance. By contrast, the partial correlation of FAT with fibre course plausibility, controlled for MFL (not shown in table), remained significant (all fibres: R^2^ = .52\*\*\*\*, *p* = 2.8e − 9; hand: R^2^ = .37\*, *p* = 0.038; foot: R^2^ = .43\*, *p* = 0.031; tongue: R^2^ = .52\*\*, *p* = 0.006).
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^(\*)^*p* \< 0.1.

^\*^*p* \< 0.05.

^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01.

^\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.001.

^\*\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.0001.

###### 

Cut-off estimation and test statistics. To determine a cut-off value for the FAT and the MLF results, both influencing the outcome of the fibre tracking procedure, i.e., the plausibility of the fibre tracts (binary classifier), a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was generated. The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated and cut-off values were determined (see [Material and methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} section). The asymptotic *p*-values (*p*~a~) confirmed the influence of both FAT and MLF on the classifier "plausibility". However, with regard to the influence of the MLF in the CoHS--IC condition only a statistical trend could be observed (values outlined in grey).
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[^1]: Both authors contributed equally (shared first-authorship).
